Med Equip Alert

The Med Equip Alert, built for America’s Veteran

MANUFACTURED IN THE USA

An Emergency unit that works outside or inside the home. FEEL SAFE practically anywhere

NO LAND LINE NECESSARY

Pure peace of mind, feeling safe and secure 24 hours 7 days a week

SEE VIDEO Medequipalert.com

HOW DO I HAVE ONE ORDERED FOR ME?

BRING THIS FLYER TO YOUR VA PRIMARY CARE DOCTOR OR VA CLINICIAN AT THE VA HOSPITAL YOU VISIT AND ASK THEM TO SUBMIT A CONSULT TO PROSTHETICS FOR The Med Equip Alert™ USEING THE GSA ORDER NUMBER GS-35F-202GA

NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE TO VETERANS

NO MONTHLY FEES

NO SUBSCRIPTIONS FEES

FEAR OF FALLING?

FALL DETECTION AVAILABLE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST

MANUFACTURED IN THE UNITED STATES

GSA APPROVED GS-35F-202GA

At Home
Meet with VA providers virtually and send important health data from the comfort of your home, using your computer or mobile device ask for the Med Equip Alert
https://telehealth.va.gov/type/home
SOS call button.
Pushing this button for 2 seconds and then releasing it begins a call to a Monitoring center.
Speak directly to the Monitoring Center through your Med Equip Alert™. The unit will power off when the call is ended.

Audio – The Med Equip Alert™ features an audio high quality two-way speaker phone, you talk directly to the Monitoring center for clear sound to be heard by you and the center’s operator.
Med Equip Alert™ will include voice prompts that inform you the device is charging, or a call is being placed, or a call has been ended.

Additional Features
The Med Equip Alert™ allows the user freedom to leave the house and enjoy independent living 24 hour, 7 days a week security and protection, putting you in touch with an emergency operator that has your information.

FALL DETECTION IS AVAILABLE WHEN ORDERED BY YOUR VA DOCTOR OR VA CLINICIAN

Water Resistant to the industry standard.
It can be worn in the shower, bath, etc.
System gives voice instructions to help user.
Charge unit reminder when battery is low.
48 hours between charging.
Roams seamlessly throughout the USA
Does not require a land line. Suitable for all emergencies, accidents, illness or danger.

WEAR AROUND THE NECK OR CLIPPED TO YOUR BELT 24hours 7days a week emergency protection.

The Med Equip Alert™ will also prompt the user to charge the device whenever the battery level falls below 20%.

REMOTE MANAGEMENT & SIGNALING
The Med Equip Alert™ will periodically signal you with information such as battery level and cellular signal strength.
The Med Equip Alert™ is designed, if necessary, that the Firmware in the Handset can be upgraded over the wireless cellular network giving you longevity of the alert and the most up to date means of communication.

INCLUDED WITH THE
Med Equip Alert™
Lanyard
Belt Clip
USB Magnetic Charging Cable and Socket

The Med Equip Alert uses cellular and or digital network to send and receive information if this network is not receiving the information for any reason the data will not be received by the monitoring service center, reasons are numerous such as the equipment is out of range because of location, building blockage or weather conditions. The device may not always work because of the above reasons. Med Equip is not responsible if the device cannot connect to the proper network.
The back of this device and the charging cable both contain magnets. Magnets with a strong magnetic field may cause permanent damage to health devices susceptible to magnetic fields, credit cards, computer hard drives, watches, TVs, data storage media and other electronic devices. If you have a health device susceptible to magnetic fields, such as a pacemaker or defibrillator, please check with your physician prior to using this device.

We highly recommend that you do NOT wear this device on a pendant or keep it in a shirt pocket if you have a pacemaker or a defibrillator.

Patent US D 871,359S